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          Michael had the greatest difficulty in resisting the impulse to wipe the 
  smile  off the  face  of the  man standing  across the  desk. It hadn't  been so 
  much what had been said, as the overtones of contempt it had contained.
        "I   understand   congratulations   are   in   order,   Administrator.   You   have 
  finally united with my father's widow. There would not be many men inclined 
  to take responsibility for a woman and another man's children  - one might 
  make the observation - a ready made family!"
          Michael hadn't echoed Gideon's smile.
        "I   am  quite   sure   that   you   are   relieved   that   you   no   longer   have   the 
  responsibility for your father's wife and children, brother Steinbecker."
          Gideon laughed softly.
        "I wasn't aware that I ever had - you so admirably took on the task at 
  the earliest opportunity!"
          Michael matched the smile this time.  
        "Not   quite   the   earliest,   brother   Steinbecker.   Leah   took   a   little 
  persuasion - but, as you so pointedly remarked, I finally managed to convince 
  her. Of course, you are mistaken, as the head of the Steinbecker clan, you 
  did have the responsibility."
          Gideon looked uncertain for the first time.
        "It is you who are mistaken I think, my dear Administrator, I have never 
  described myself as the head of the Steinbecker clan."
          Michael nodded slowly.
          "Perhaps, I am premature - you haven't yet attempted to advance your 
  undoubted claim to that honour."
        "I fail to understand where this conversation is leading."
        "My   apologies   -   I   haven't   given   you   the   opportunity   to   state   your 
  business."
        "My business is on the  usual  subject, to demand the release  of my 
  sister, Deborah - or to demand that you formally charge her with whatever 
  crime you have trumped up against her."
          Michael eyed him with a slight smile.
        "Am I to understand that your 'demand' is only for the release of your 
  sister - or perhaps - as the head of your clan-family, you wish to 'demand' the 
  release of your cousin David - and perhaps, your sister's lover, Kurt Weber!?"
          Gideon glared at the assured man facing him.
        "I have no particular interest in the other two!"
          "You surprise me, brother Steinbecker. They are to be charged with 
  the same crime as that of your sister. If I release your sister, I will be forced to 
  release them."
          Gideon pounced on the sign of concession.
          "You have in mind to end this farce and to release Deborah?"
          Michael nodded.
        "It is an option - which will carry certain conditions."
          "Conditions!"
          Michael manipulated a holo-cube controller.



          "Before we continue the conversation, I want you to take a look at two 
  interviews. I believe it will help you to understand my decisions concerning 
  the disposal of the detainees."
          Gideon Steinbecker glowered at him, all trace of a diplomatic facade  
  gone.
        "Go ahead, ben Levi! Let's get this over with!"
          Michael casually tossed a holo-cube into the air and caught it expertly. 
  He repeated the manoeuvre and the light sparkled on the shining, spinning 
  surfaces. Gideon stirred restlessly.
        "I  am suitably  impressed   with   your   display  of  manual   dexterity,  ben 
  Levi. I presume it the purpose of your demonstration?"
          Michael   smiled   and   slowly   inserted   the   cube   into   the   recorder,   he 
  pressed the start control and relaxed back into his chair.
          "This   is   a   statement   by   Leah   Steinbecker,   taken   shortly   after   her 
  release from captivity.
        A holo-form of Leah Steinbecker took shape in the space in front of 
  Michael's desk. She looked tense and very pale, but she faced the recorder 
  resolutely. An image of Michael was seated opposite her.
        'I want you to tell me in your own words, what has taken place during 
  the past few days.'
        Leah nodded and leaned back in the chair.
        'I suppose I'm stupid, I didn't suspect anything. There must have been 
  warning  signs but I was blind  to  them. Lately,  Rebecca had established  a 
  pattern. You know this silly fetish about 'taking tea'? Well, she would arrive 
  every afternoon at about the same hour with her tray of goodies. We would 
  sit   together   and   sip   and   nibble   and   make   small   talk   -   mostly   about   the 
  children. It was because of them that I made the point of being home early 
  whenever I could manage it. Rebecca was gaining far to much influence with 
  them and I was beginning  to feel  shut out - so I decided  to do something 
  about it and make a point of being home in time to put them to bed.
        On that particular afternoon - do you know, Michael, I don't even know 
  how long ago it was? On that afternoon, Rebecca arrived as usual and went 
  through   her   ritual.   She   was   a   little   more   talkative   than   usual   and   whilst   I 
  sipped   my  tea,   she   chattered   on   about   something   the   children   had   done 
  earlier in the day. I complained of feeling a little dizzy and she just sat and 
  watched me until everything went out of focus and I passed out.
          When  I regained  consciousness, I was in  a bedroom, laying  on the 
  bed. I have no idea of how I got there. It was a strange room and I soon found 
  that I was locked in. When I tried the windows, I found that they were locked 
  shut and that they looked out over countryside I didn't recognise. It was then 
  that I started to panic.'
          Michael leaned forward.
          'Take your time - what happened then?"
        'I   was  left   alone   until   it   grew  quite   dark.   I  thought   of   all   manner  of 
  things to get out of the room. I shouted at the door but no one answered. I 
  even thought of smashing the windows and climbing down the outside, but 
  then  I realised  that it wasn't the ground  floor and there  was no balcony.  I 
  didn't know where I was. I had no idea who was keeping me locked away - 
  except that Rebecca was somehow involved. I sat down and started to try to 



  piece things together. The best I could conclude was that someone had taken 
  the trouble to move me from the estate to another location, therefore, they 
  wanted to keep me alive. It was small comfort!'
        She paused once again.
          'Deborah opened the door about two hours later. David  Steinbecker 
  stood behind her. I knew it was useless to try to fight my way out. David didn't  
  look all  that happy about the situation, but Deborah was her usual vitriolic 
  self. She was so self-assured and arrogant, I felt like clawing her eyes out!'
          'What did she have to say.'
        'She said that my time was over. She made no attempt to hide the fact 
  that she and Rebecca were working together. She gloated over the fact that I 
  would never see my children again. Rebecca had them and she would control 
  them. Gideon would take his rightful  place as the head of the Steinbecker 
  Clan and Deborah would have her place of honour.'
        'She actually involved Gideon?'
        'If we can take what she said as being accurate.'
          'Which   raises   the   question   whether   Gideon   knew   what   was 
  happening.'
        'I wouldn't doubt for a moment that he was involved. Both of them have 
  always hated me for 'entrapping' their father. They have always considered 
  Rebecca to be their second mother. When Judith died, it was Rebecca who 
  should have been Marcus's second wife - not some upstart girl cousin!'
        The  recording   finished   and  there   was  a  heavy  silence  in  the  room. 
  Gideon Steinbecker laughed harshly.
          "You are, of course, aware that the hearsay evidence of a witness, has 
  never   held   credence   before   any   judge   -   What   Leah   surmised   about   my 
  involvement, is not evidence."
          Michael nodded slowly.
          "Possibly - but clearly, your cousin David and your sister are directly 
  involved and accused."
        "The evidence would require cross examination."
        "Perhaps, we will move on to the next interview."
        "By all means, let's have an end to this farce!"
          Michael  touched   the  controller  and   the  holo-shapes   took  form  once 
  again and this time, resolved to show him sitting in much the same position. 
  Standing in front of him was Deborah. Michael gave a soft commentary.
          "This is a recording of the first interview with your sister. I had just told 
  her that your cousin Rebecca had escaped arrest."
        The image of Deborah on the recording was proclaiming:
        'Rebecca   was   always   a   step   ahead   of   you   all.   I   knew   she   would 
  escape - you will never catch her!'
        The image of Michael answered:
        'You   are   quite   correct   -   we   will   never   arrest   Rebecca   and   she   will 
  never be brought to account for her crimes - that is, not here. I can see that 
  someone has neglected to tell you - Rebecca is dead, she blew herself apart 
  playing   with   one   of   those   devices   which   she   planted   on   the   suborbiter   in 
  which your father was travelling. She had hoped she could kill  me and the 
  children  - and those travelling  with  us - but she miscalculated. I think you 
  would agree, that was very careless of her.'



        The image of Deborah had gone deathly pale and she swayed slightly. 
  Michael left her standing in the centre of the floor. His image continued:
        'So,   my  question   is   this   -   were   you   in   conspiracy   with   Rebecca   to 
  cause the death of your  father, just as you  were in conspiracy with her to 
  kidnap his wife? I'll add another - Did Rebecca engineer the death of Judith, 
  your mother, and were you also involved - you and your brother, Gideon?'
        His stare was relentless. She whispered.
        'I do not believe one word of what you have just said!' 
        'It is of no interest to me whether you believe me or not - the facts will 
  speak for themselves. My interest is to find out the extent of your complicity in 
  these crimes - your's and your brother's.'
        'I will tell you nothing! Absolutely nothing!'
        'I would  hardly expect you  to do so - but you  will  remain under my 
  personal supervision until you decide to open your mouth.'
        There was a return of the former fire.
        'I wouldn't be so sure, Michael ben Levi - I wouldn't be so sure!'. 
          Michael switched off the recorder.
        "It is always so interesting to look back on such interviews, don't you 
  think, brother Steinbecker?"
          Gideon smiled in return.
        "I note that my sister did not provide much information about so-called 
  conspirators - you must be disappointed!"
          Michael eyed him steadily.
        "That was only the first interview, brother Steinbecker. Put all together, 
  your talkative sister was very informative."
          Gideon stood up abruptly and towered over the seated Administrator.
        "Then I repeat, bring your - conspirators - to trial, or release my sister. 
  That is your option!"
          Michael eased back and smiled at him.
        "I intend  to  do neither, brother Steinbecker  - but I have  arranged  a 
  reunion for you all!"
        He reached out to the control pad and passed his hand across it. A 
  few moments later, the door panel slid across to allow the entry of Deborah, 
  Kurt   Weber,   David,   Luke   and   two   militia   men.   The   brother   and   sister 
  exchanged   glances   but   said   nothing.   Kurt   Weber   remained 
  uncharacteristically   silent.   David,   as   usual,   looked   as   if   the   bottom   had 
  dropped out of his world. They all turned their attention to the steady gaze of 
  the man seated behind the desk.
        "So good of you to join us - your brother and cousin has been most 
  anxious about what I intend to do with you."
        Deborah spat out with her usual venom.
        "I predict nothing! You haven't a leg to stand on!"
          Michael smiled.
          "You are entitled to think so. I can call many witnesses to vouch for the 
  fact   that   you   had   imprisoned   your   father's   wife,   Leah,   at   your   property   in 
  Gazera.  The   same  witnesses  can  also  vouch  for   the  fact  that  our  brother 
  Weber,   figuratively   speaking,   galloped   to   your   rescue   -   and   made 
  treasonable threats against me, as his Administrator. David implicated your 
  cousin Rebecca in the murder of Marcus Steinbecker and made interesting 



  observations about the role Gideon had to play in Leah's abduction. All in all, 
  you measure up as an unsavoury bunch of criminals - and I propose to deal 
  with you as such!"
        Gideon smiled grimly.
        "I   doubt   if   you   have   the   power   -   or   the   resolution   to   do   so, 
    Administrator ben Levi."
          Michael purred.
        "I  can   assure  you,  I  have   no  intention   of  making  you   martyrs,   dear 
  brother Gideon. I do not intend to confine any of you - or even to order your 
  execution!"  
          David whimpered. Deborah snarled.
          "Shut up, David - you snivelling coward! Can't you see, he's trying to 
  bait us?"
          Michael leaned forward.
          "You   are   mistaken,   sister   Steinbecker   -   I   now   intend   to   pronounce 
  sentence."
          Gideon snapped angrily.
        "I warn you, ben Levi!"
          Michael ploughed on, ignoring the interruption.
        "My decision is very simple. I have decided to make you non persons! 
  Firstly, you will be expelled from the area of my Administration - that is, from 
  the stewardships of the Central and Far East Administrations. Secondly, all 
  property   and   assets   under   your   control   will   be   frozen,   they   will   be 
  inaccessible to you within my Administration. 
        You will be conveyed to the port of Elat on the Gulf of Aqaba and will 
  be transported to the nearest port in the Administration area of Micah Perga. 
  What you do after that, is your own affair - but you will be denied re-entry to 
  my Administration. Should you be so foolish as to attempt to return, you will 
  be apprehended and deported."
          There was a moment of stunned silence - then pandemonium broke 
  out. Michael waited until the shouting died down. Gideon was white with fury.
          "You exceed your authority and we will demand access to our assets - 
  and remain within your Administration, if we so choose."
          Michael nodded.
        "It would be interesting to see you try. You have already been deemed 
  unauthorised   personnel.   Your   retina   scans   have   been   reclassified   in   the 
  Administration's Central Computer. Any attempt to identify yourselves for any 
  purpose, will activate alarms, which will bring security militia within seconds. 
  You will be unable to use any facility - accommodation, obtaining a meal, the 
  Pod Transit System, access to Shuttle or Suborbiter services - anything you 
  can name. As I said earlier, from this moment forward, you are non persons!"
          Deborah Launched herself across the desk, a spitting bundle of venom 
  which was restrained by the two militia men. She wrestled to shrug herself 
  free, Michael nodded and the two men eased their restraint. She spat out:
          "You will not get away with this!"
          Michael stood and the smile was gone.
        "I can assure you that I will! - Perhaps, it's time to remind you of a little 
  story from the book of Genesis. You might remember that Cain had killed his 
  brother, Abel. You could call it a family disagreement which got out of hand 



  because of jealousy - not unlike your own circumstances! Cain was expelled 
  from the scene of his crime - it is recorded that he went to the Land of Nod 
  and there took a wife. A mark was set upon him and it was forbidden for men 
  to do him harm.
        I am expelling you - I will not send you to the modern Land of Nod - 
  that is within my Administration Area, and I see no reason why they should be 
  plagued with you - instead, I will send you elsewhere. I will not put a mark 
  upon   you   in   the   physical   sense,   but   you   will   become  outcasts   with   whom 
  nobody   will   deal.   I   have   removed   your   access   to   the   amenities   you   have 
  previously enjoyed. 
        I mentioned that you will be taken to the port of Elat. There, you will be 
  placed on a slow transporter to a port on the far side of the Red Sea. I  
  you to look to the mountainous mass of Sinai as you pass and reflect that I 
  could easily have dealt with you according to the Law which Moses received 
  from our God, upon that holy mountain!"
        He   gestured   to   the   Luke   and   the   militia   men   and   the   group   were 
  nudged out of the door. Before he passed through the entrance, Kurt Weber 
  turned and smiled slowly. He hadn't said a word during the interview. Michael 
  was   startled   to   see   that   the   smile   was   almost   friendly   -   perhaps,   even 
  approving!  The door closed on the group and he sagged back in his chair, 
  tilted  back his head and closed his eyes in  exhaustion. He jerked back to 
  alertness when Luke entered a few minutes later. His secretary wore a broad 
  grin.
          "You might have struck them dumb in here, but it didn't last very long 
  outside!  Madam Imperious started squawking the house down!  Big brother 
  started ranting like a wounded bull. David whimpered and snivelled his way to 
  the main entrance - and the craziest thing of all, Kurt Weber was laughing 
  loud enough to have him committed to a funny farm!"
          Michael twitched a smile, Luke had that effect on him.
          "You have a colourful turn of expression - I'll have to put your talents to 
  work   when   we   advise   Micah   Perga   to   expect   important   but   unwelcome 
  guests!"  
          Luke sobered up a little.
        "I suppose they won't even be able to access their personal baggage?"
          "Correct,   they   will   leave   my  Administration   in   the   clothes   they   are 
  wearing."
          Luke shook his head, his expression was a mixture of wonderment and 
  respect.
        "I must say, Michael, you're quite a surprise. You've dithered around 
  for months and I was beginning  to doubt whether you  would  ever make a 
  decision about Deborah and her friends - in one fell swoop, you've trimmed 
  them down to the level of paupers and managed to haul in the net on that 
  bombastic brother of hers."
          Michael nodded absently.
        "I wonder how long it will be before those good friends fall out? David 
  will  be  the  first  one  to  be  jettisoned,  I think.  You  could  see  how Deborah 
  despises him. Kurt Weber is a pragmatist, I think he'll  soon cut adrift  - he 
  won't   want   to   be   associated   with   losers.   Gideon   and   Deborah   will   stick 
  together, but it won't be a happy family relationship - Never mind! Let's not 



  waste any more time on them, we have other things to worry about."
        The   'other   things'   came   in   a   variety   of   forms.   By   far   the   most 
  interesting   was   a   series   of   reports   from   Alexander   Barenkov.   It   was 
  reassuring to see that he still considered himself to be a part of the Central 
  Administration. He had fought a series of tough rearguard actions against the 
  forces of the Sedova army and had been instrumental in slowing down the 
  relentless advance. Michael was under no illusions that he would be able to 
  turn   the   tide.   Sedova   had   too   many   men   at   his   disposal   and   from   all 
  accounts, the number was building daily.
        The   reports   from   Alexander   all   conveyed   the   same   message.   The 
  relentless   pressure   was   being   eased.   Apart   from   a   few   forays   into   the 
  southern   Balkan   Mountains,   the   invaders   appeared   to   be   holding   back. 
  Weather   conditions   were   worsening   in   the   area,   but   somehow,   Michael 
  doubted if this was the only reason. In the course of the following days, the  
  picture started to take shape. There were a few, brief communiqués from the 
  hard pressed centres holding out in the midst of the Aegean polders. They 
  reported   a   build   up   of   forces   along   the   southern   coast.   Coupled   with   the 
  build-up, there were other reports of a convergence of shipping, laying off the 
  dozen or so ports under Sedova's command.
        "It points to one thing, Luke - Micah Perga is about to be repaid for his 
  ventures against the southern ports. What does the prophesy say?

        'At the time of the end, he and the king of the south will make feints at 
  one another, and the king of the north will come storming against him with 
  chariots and cavalry and many ships.'"

          Luke nodded grimly.
          "You warned him, Michael - he wouldn't listen. What do you intend to 
  do - tell him what's happening?"
          Michael shook his head.
        "I   think   we   agreed   that   we   must   let   things   take   their   course   -   the 
  prophesy   must   run   true.   On   the   other   hand,   I'm   quite   certain   Micah   isn't 
    uninformed   -   he   had   a   perfectly   good   spy  system  in   place   in   Alexander's 
  stewardship - Wasn't that his excuse for making the raids?"

 


